Revolutionising Real Asset Ownership

Product Information

Real Asset Ownership for Everyone
This isn't just good news for those who might not otherwise be
able to access certain types of assets—it also offers new
opportunities for investors who want to diversify their holdings
beyond traditional stocks and bonds.
It's not just about buying gold or silver anymore: with tokenization,
you can buy shares of everything – from real assets to digital
content.
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What is Asset Tokenization
and How Does it Work
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Asset tokenization is a process of converting real-world assets
into digital tokens that can be traded, exchanged, and stored on a
blockchain.
Each token represents an entitlement to fractional ownership
of its digitized asset or security.
An investor who has these asset-backed tokens in possession
owns a share of the legal entity and the proportion of its
underlying property by right.
The obvious use cases for tokenization are things that have a
high value but are difficult to transfer between owners without
legal infrastructure in place (like real estate, art, and luxury
cars)
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TOKENIZATION PROCESS
1. When a real-life asset (like real estate) is tokenized via
blockchain, its value is divided into smaller units, known
as individual tokens.
2. Each token represents a fraction of the total value of the
original asset and can be exchanged or traded on a
secondary market.
3. Accordingly, token holders gain from the income-generating
assets, like rental yields and appreciation.

EBRIC Milestone Timeline

BUY A BRIC: Real Estate Tokens
by EBRIC
What is BUY A BRIC
EBRIC uses the Avalanche blockchain to issue digital real estate
tokens (BRIC) that represent ownership of real estate
properties.
This blockchain-based token issuance enables fractional ownership, allowing both institutional and individual investors to own
fractions of real estate assets all around the globe.

How BUY A BRIC Works
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Go to EBRIC’s
platform & browse
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Rental Returns

BRIC owners benefit
from rental yield &
property appreciation

HOW TO BUY A BRIC WORKS
This blockchain-based token issuance enables fractional
ownership, allowing both institutional and individual investors
to own fractions of real estate assets all around the globe

Democratizing Property Investment
The innovative asset tokenization conversion process makes it
possible to transfer ownership of an asset digitally, which
unlocks multiple limitations including:

Creating liquidity of
traditionally
non-fractionalized
assets

Reaching a broader
customer base

Reducing settlemen
times

Granting investors
control and freedom
to diversify their
portfolios

Plus, as the entry requirement to own fractionalized property is
significantly minimized, average investors can have almost equal
opportunities to invest in real assets across the globe with Buy A
BRIC.

Traditional Property Investment
vs Fractional Ownership
Traditional Real Estate
Investment

Fractional Ownership:
Tokenized Real Estate

Low entry capital
Property listing availabe worldwide
Fast processing time
Responsible for property management
Requires mortgage loan
Beginner-friendly investment
Accessible anytime via the internet
Can easily be traded with other investors

Although lucrative, traditional property investment is complicated. It bears a lot of risks, including high entry capital, negative
cash flows and the lack of liquidity.
Fractional ownership, in contrast, is the new, easy way to invest
in properties that are accessible to all kinds of investors
worldwide, solving the obstacles present within the paper-based
real estate investing.

Why Tokenized Real Estate?
“Tokenized real estate should be embraced as it
could become a $1.4 trillion market in the next five
years, as claimed by Moore Global.”

$280T
Valuation of the current global real estate market

Tokenized real estate improves the traditional property market by
letting investors gain equity in real estate without having to pay for
the land or buy the entire building.

The Benefits of Tokenized Real Estate
Tokenized real estate offers low fees compared to
other traditional investments. It’s easier for investors
to earn profits without having to pay high fees that
would eat away at their returns.

The decreased cost in owning fractional property is
attributable to the immutable digital ledger of the
blockchain infrastructure that is used for record
keeping. This, in return, guarantees ownership
transparency and lower transaction fees to all
shareholders of the asset-backed tokens.

Investing in tokenized real estate is safer than
investing in stocks as these tokens are backed by
real-life assets that can't be lost or stolen (unlike
when someone steals a paper certificate).

Tokenization is the Future
Tokenization and tokenized ownership are the future of property
ownership. We're already seeing this in real estate, and it's only
going to grow from here.

Democratising Access to the World’s
Authentic Values

By digitizing assets and making them available on a blockchain
network, anyone can participate in tokenized ownership of those
assets—even if they don't have enough money to buy them
outright.
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